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1. executive summary
After nearly three decades of development Park Island is now at a point where new challenges and 
opportunities are emerging.  In 2013, Napier City Council adopted the Park Island Master Plan to ensure 
that the park would meet the current and growing needs of the community.  The master plan set out 
the overall direction for Park Island, which involves development of new recreational areas and various 
environmental enhancements throughout the 68 ha. park.  The development of a new Northern Sports 
Hub was a major component of the master plan.  The mix of sporting facilities adjoining future stages of the 
Parklands subdivision proposed for the Northern Sports Hub was a relatively ambitious undertaking. 

While several smaller scale development projects in line with the master plan have been completed in 
Park Island’s Southern and Central Sports Hubs since 2013, the Council decided a review of the master plan 
was warranted given changes that had emerged, particularly in relation to the future of some of the sports 
stakeholders that had originally expressed an interest in being part of the Northern Sports Hub.  Early in 2016 
the Council commissioned an Issues and Options Report for Park Island, which involved consultation with 
the various sports codes and stakeholder groups involved with Park Island.

Given the nature and scale of the proposed changes identified in the Update Issues and Options Report 
the Council decided that the master plan should be reviewed and revised to reflect the proposed 
changes.  The 2016 Park Island Master Plan incorporates the background material and investigations 
carried out for the original master plan but new information and detail has been incorporated.

Park Island is currently Hawke’s Bay largest sporting complex and is a sporting hub within Napier and the 
wider region.  However, Park Island presents itself as more than a sports park and one of the aims of both 
the 2013 and the 2016 master plans has been to provide opportunities to develop this aspect further.  Sports 
requirements have changed and will continue to evolve with overlap between seasons of sporting codes, 
hybrid sports, and increasing competition between venues.  These pressures go hand-in-hand with the 
pressure for land development within growing cities around the country. 

 A successful master plan should not only be visionary but it has to be realistic, achievable and tailored to 
local circumstances.  The 2016 Park Island Master Plan is based on a comprehensive assessment of user 
needs and demands, together with a clear understanding of the potential opportunities and limitations of 
the site.  It also considers Park Island in its broader context and the relationship and linkages to surrounding 
areas, particularly Parklands subdivision and Mana Ahuriri’s Westminster Block.

Currently, ‘sportsville’ or sports club partnerships are being developed around the country providing 
opportunities to develop more sustainable clubs through sharing of facilities and services.  The ‘sportsville’ 
concept is the basis of the Park Island Master Plan with reorganisation and development focused around 
three ‘sports hubs’.  Two of these, the Southern Sports Hub and the Central Sports Hub essentially involve 
reorganisation and some re-development of the current Park Island facilities, whereas the Northern Sports 
Hub will be a new development on a ‘greenfields’ site. 

The Northern Hub will adjoin the next stages of the Parklands subdivision and the master plan has 
considered how the interface between the two activities can be successfully achieved.  Vehicular access 
to the Northern Hub will be off Orotu Drive. A network of existing and new pedestrian and cycle paths 
will provide internal linkages between the sports hubs and also provide new opportunities for informal 
recreational use of Park Island. 

The master plan document concludes with a section on the staging and implementation of development 
and outlines the key strategic projects, and the sequence in which they should be carried out; a 
combination of larger scale, longer term initiatives and short term projects to meet priority needs.

The overall aim of the master plan is to build on the considerable success of Park Island, both within 
Hawke’s Bay and nationally, and to realise its potential through a cohesive long term plan that can be 
implemented in stages.  The original stakeholder consultation carried out during 2011 -2012, together with 
the consultation carried out in 2016, has provided opportunities to gauge what currently makes Park Island 
successful and to identify where provision for sports and related facilities as well passive recreation, can be 
improved to deliver greater value to users. 
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Park Island is Hawke’s Bay’s largest sporting complex and an important hub for sport in Napier City and the 
wider region.  Development of sports facilities at Park Island started in 1981 as part of Napier City Council’s 
plan for provision of recreation facilities in the city. Sixty eight hectares of rural land on the western outskirts 
of Napier City were set aside for future development as a comprehensive recreation facility that would 
provide for a wide range of sports and recreation activities.  Of this original area, approximately 50 hectares 
have been developed as sports grounds and associated facilities.

After over three decades of development, Park Island is now at a point where new challenges and 
demands are emerging which, if not properly addressed, could result in frustration for both the Napier City 
Council and park users alike.  Sport has developed and evolved in terms of participation and provision of 
facilities during the past 30+ years.  In Hawke’s Bay, this is evidenced by trends such as overlap between 
seasonal codes, creation of Sports Hawke’s Bay, increased competition from other regions for sporting 
tournaments, and the emergence of new ‘hybrid’ sports codes to keep players involved across seasons, 
such as 7-a-side football.  This has resulted in changing demands on Park Island and further changes will no 
doubt continue.

Park Island is also important for casual and informal recreation for both the local and wider community – 
dog exercise, walking and running on or around the ‘islands’, which are distinctive features of the Park.  In 
addition, two cemeteries, one historic and one current, are located within Park Island and these add a 
different and unusual dimension to what is generally found within a sports park.

Napier City Council recognised that in order for Park Island to not only meet current and projected 
recreation demand but to achieve its full potential, a master plan was required which would address how 
Park Island could be extended and how the park should be developed to ensure that it meets the current 
and growing needs of the community.

A successful master plan should not only be visionary but also realistic, achievable and tailored to the local 
circumstances.  The 2013 Park Island Master Plan was based on a thorough assessment of user needs and 
demands, together with a clear understanding of both the potential opportunities and the limitations of the 
site. 

2. introduction
Preparation of the Park Island Master Plan was started in 2012 and completed and adopted by Council 
in 2013.  Development of the master plan saw extensive involvement of sports codes who were currently 
based at Park Island and also with other codes who had expressed interest in potentially being based at 
Park Island.  The 2013 Master Plan reflected the aims of future development at that point.

Since adoption of the master plan several things have occurred, such as a decision by Hawke’s Bay Tennis 
not to have facilities at Park Island but instead to pursue other options in the district.  In addition, changing 
circumstances, such as the increasing acceptability and use of artificial turf pitches for many sports codes, 
led to the Council undertaking a review of the master plan in 2016.  The first phase of this review was 
commissioning an Issues and Options Report (Appendix 6).  This report, which was finalised in September 
2016, reviewed the needs and aspirations of the sports clubs based at Park Island and has led to the 
preparation of the Park Island Revised Master Plan.  Most of the changes to the master plan are proposed 
in the Northern Sports Hub.  The main changes proposed are a reduction in the number of fields overall and 
an increase in artificial turf pitches in all three of the Sports Hubs.  Artificial turf pitches also mean that there 
can be greater sharing of both pitches and facilities, which was one of the key objectives of undertaking 
the original master plan.

Revising the master plan has also provided an opportunity to record several initiatives and actions which 
have been implemented in the three years since adopting the master plan, such as traffic calming 
measures on Clyde Jeffery Drive and the realignment of the Taipo Stream, the latter being completed by 
Hawke’s Bay Regional Council in early 2016.

Revising and updating the master plan has also provided an opportunity for the reconsideration of all 
aspects of future development, while remaining consistent with the vision and objectives that the Council 
adopted in 2013.  One of these objectives was to allow sufficient flexibility to respond to changes in sporting 
patterns over time, which is what has occurred and will no doubt happen again in the future.

In 2013 the Council formulated and adopted a vision for Park Island, identifying a series of critical success 
factors and objectives; these have not changed and are set out below:
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4. the master plan
A master plan provides a framework or outline for how a particular site or area should be developed. It is an 
evolving, long term plan intended to guide development.  

Master planning provides a structured approach and framework to a wide range of what are often 
complex issues.  To remain viable, a master plan has to be dynamic and have a degree of flexibility 
because it needs to be able to respond to change as well as guide it.  However, each change has to be 
carefully evaluated on its merits and any changes that are adopted should not affect the overall integrity 
of the master plan. 

There are three primary benefits for the Council adopting a master plan for Park Island:

1.  It provides a consistency in decision making;

2.  It gives ability to make informed decisions rather than ad hoc ones;

3.  It achieves predictability in that stakeholders can plan with confidence knowing   
     that a site or area will be developed in a particular way.

In formulating the 2013 Park Island Master Plan, an assessment of the existing layout and facilities was 
carried out and consideration given to its relationship to the neighbouring land uses and activities, together 
with a comprehensive assessment of user needs and demands.  It described and illustrated how Park Island 
should be developed over the next 20-30 years, including the location of playing fields and infrastructure to 
accommodate both existing and new users and how this development could be staged.

The 2016 Revised master plan updates the 2013 document as a result of changing conditions and 
circumstances.

The concept revolves around the sharing of facilities and recognises that the focus of Park Island is on 
outdoor sport and recreation but that it has the potential to be ‘more than a sports park’ through the 
enhancement of its facilities and infrastructure for passive recreation. The overall concept is based on a 
series of separate but interrelated ‘hubs’ which are linked together by a network of multi-use pedestrian 
paths and cycle paths.  The layout as illustrated shows Park Island at the end of this development phase.

This document describes the investigations that helped to formulate the Master Plan and the rationale 
behind the decisions made.  It also outlines how the development could be staged but acknowledges 
that circumstances, user demand, and availability of resources may alter the timing and/or pace of 
development.  

Much of the site and user analysis information is summarised in a series of annotated plans and 
accompanying commentary, with background information and reports included as appendices.  

3. vision
In their brief, the Council set out their vision for Park Island, identifying a series of critical success factors and 
objectives. 

‘Park Island is recognised and supported locally, regionally and nationally as the preferred outdoor sporting 
venue for local club competitions and national tournaments.’ 

Achieving the Vision

•  Reliable – quality sports surfaces and ancillary facilities are always available to meet demand.

•  Comprehensive – facilities are of at least equivalent standard to those provided by competitors.

• 	Efficient	–	development	decisions	are	based	on	sound	economic	analysis	of	available	options.

•  Adaptable – where practical, facilities are multi-use.

•   Responsible – development is sensitive and well integrated with the surrounding community, landscape 
and natural environment.

• 	Accessible	–	access	to	and	within	the	venue	is	efficient,	effective	and	inviting.

Objectives

A master plan that:

1.  Provides for the growth and evolution of sport in Napier for the next 20 years and beyond.

2. 	Is	flexible	enough	to	respond	to	changes	in	sporting	and	recreation	patterns	over	time.

3.  Encourages and accommodates shared use of facilities by different codes.

4. 	Reflects	environmental	and	aesthetic	best	practice.

5. 	Maximises	efficiency	and	effectiveness	of	sports	facility	operations.

6.  Maximises reliability of services to sporting codes.

7. 	Supports	and	influences	the	regional	strategy	for	provision	of	sports	facilities.

8.  Firmly positions Park Island as a hub for outdoor sports in Hawke’s Bay and for national tournaments.

9.  Appropriately integrates and links Park Island with development of the surrounding area.
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Creation of Three Sports Hubs

The proposed development involves the following core elements:

5. core elements

Improved Facilities for Sport and Recreation

Better Access

Increased Opportunities for Passive Recreation

Low Impact Design

An Improved Aesthetic

A Place in History

Parklands Subdivision
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Creation of Three Sports Hubs
•  Developing three interrelated ‘sports hubs’, 

each of which has good vehicular access and 
parking;

•  Hubs linked by a network of pedestrian and 
cycle paths;

•  Two of the three hubs would be achieved 
by reconfiguring the current sportsfields and 
facilities, while the third (Northern) hub would 
be developed on a ‘greenfield’ site in the 
north-eastern extension of the park adjacent to 
the Parklands residential subdivision.

Improved Facilities for Sport and Recreation
•  Providing governance and infrastructure based 

on partnership and shared use of facilities (the 
‘sportsville’ concept);

•  Increasing the viability of Park Island as a major 
recreation destination by incorporating facilities 
that promote and enhance the use of the park 
by the wider community (e.g. playgrounds, 
café, walking and cycle tracks, interpretation). 

•  Improving the potential of sport development 
opportunities by eliminating constraints, e.g. 
undergrounding of overhead wires and poles, 
reducing flooding and improving drainage, 
field lighting, spectator facilities, and turf quality 
through rejuvenation;

•  Developing and managing facilities that meet 
the needs of users;

Better Access
• Improving access to Park Island on all of its 

boundaries and improving access internally 
through the park;

•  Creating a well designed, hierarchical and safe 
network of walking tracks, shared walkways 
and cycleways throughout the park that are 
well signposted;

•  Rationalising and improving car parking and 
which functions effectively in times of both 
peak and low use;

•  Making Clyde Jeffery Drive safer for park users 
by calming traffic and providing well defined 
pedestrian crossing points;

•  Providing cycle paths within the park, an 
important safe off-road option for family 
recreation, especially children learning to ride;

•  Accommodating and encouraging cycle use 
through provision of bike stands and secure 
short term cycle storage

Parklands Subdivision
•  Configuring the layout and design of Parklands’ 

so there are mutual benefits for Parklands 
residents and park users;

•  Creating good physical and visual linkages 
between Parklands and the park;

•  Recognising the increase in saleable value of 
allotments immediately adjoining the Parklands 
through good urban design.

Increased Opportunities for Passive Recreation
• Catering for a range of users other than 

organised sports codes through provision of 
recreation facilities for casual, informal users; 

•  Provision for runners, walkers, cyclists, dog 
exercise, and children’s play through 
development of suitable areas and facilities;

•  Ensuring the design of all areas and facilities 
adhere to CPTED principles (Crime Prevention 
through Environmental Design) 

Low Impact Design
•  Integrating low impact environmental design 

measures throughout the park;

•  Recognising the value of Taipo Stream by 
realigning and restoring it to improve its 
ecological functioning and creating a more 
‘natural’ appearance;

•  Realigning and revegetating the open 
drainage network to improve drainage and 
reduce flooding.

An Improved Aesthetic
•  Adopting a range of robust, well designed 

and easily maintained park furniture (e.g. 
seats, signs, bollards, fences and barriers, cycle 
stands, drinking fountains, etc);

•  Removing power poles and undergrounding of 
overhead transmission lines;

•  Engaging suitably qualified and experienced 
designers for all buildings and facilities;

•  Developing a tree planting framework for 
the park through a vegetation planting and 
management strategy.

A Place in History
•  Recognising the cultural and educational value 

of Te Umuroimata Pa, located on the edge of 
Park Island;

•  Ensuring that the historic, social and open 
space values of Park Island Cemetery are 
appropriately recognised;

•  Explaining and celebrating history through 
appropriately designed interpretation (Maori, 
early settlers, 1931 Napier Earthquake, the 
former islands).
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6. context
The context of Park Island today is very different to when it was set aside as a Sports Park by Napier City 
Council in 1981.  Park Island’s playing fields and recreation facilities currently cover approximately 50ha., 
which accounts for around 30% of the council owned sports grounds 

The whole of the low-lying area of the park was formerly mudflats and tidal areas of the Ahuriri Lagoon, 
which was uplifted in the 1931 Napier Earthquake.  In 1981 when Park Island was initiated, it was rural land 
adjacent to the boundary of Napier City; the area was previously farmed in part by the former Hawke’s Bay 
Hospital Board and in part by the former Hawke’s Bay Harbour Board.  

The two prominent hills in the park were originally two islands, together with an islet (or stack).  The two 
larger islands were previously connected by a shallow shell bank.  The hills have flat summits and steep 
sea-cut perimeter cliff escarpments.  Taipo Stream entered the former lagoon at Park Island but it now flows 
between the main Park Island Cemetery and the islet, Te Umuroimata1 , which was a pa.

Taipo Stream is tidal and an important and recognised waterway.  Taipo Stream was one of five urban 
waterways in Napier that were assessed in terms of prioritising their potential for enhancement (MWH, 
2011). The streams were broken down into reaches and assessed in relation to their terrestrial and aquatic 
ecology, drainage, landscape, recreation and health and safety values.  In the multi-value assessment, 
the Park Island reach of Taipo Stream scored the highest in both cultural and ecology criteria and the was 
ranked Priority 1 for enhancement. 

Taipo Stream is seen as an important historic site; it was an important food source for Maori prior to the 1931 
earthquake with people travelling each year to camp on Park Island to collect pipi and eel.  

Te Umuroimata Pa is one of two Areas of Significance to Maori in Park Island; the other is a large area at the 
south end of the park identified as Te Roropipi, the site of a major battle against Ngatai Kahungunu led by 
Te Whatuiapiti as he reconquered lost territory (Parsons, 1997).

Westminster Avenue forms the eastern boundary to Park Island and also marks the edge of the Tamatea 
suburban area.  Clyde Jeffery Drive runs off Westminster Avenue and provides the principal access to Park 
Island.  This road runs through the park and crosses Taipo Stream before linking up with Prebensen Drive, 
which forms the northern and western boundaries of the park. 

Parklands, a subdivision being developed by Napier City Council, forms the eastern boundary with housing 
currently extending to Orotu Drive, which provides a link between Westminster Avenue and Prebensen 
Drive.  

Contained within the confines of the park are two cemeteries located on the prominent hills, which are 
important elements in the Park Island landscape.  Park Island Cemetery was developed in 1910 by Napier 
Borough Council and was closed soon after World War II.  It is an historic site and includes the mass grave 
and art deco cenotaph memorial for the victims of the 1931 Napier Earthquake. It has quite a different 
character to that of the adjoining Western Hills Cemetery, which opened in 1985 and operates as the city’s 
main cemetery.  Burials in the Western Hills cemetery are currently focused on the eastern half but there are 
plans for development of the western part of the cemetery.

1 Apparently there are two spellings, Te Umuroimata and Te Umuraumata, and the names applied to the two different islands.   
 The Napier District Plan refers to the smaller islet north of Park Island Cemetery as Te Umuroimata Pa.

Central Hawke’s 
Bay District Council

Napier City Council 
Boundary 

SH
2

Napier City 

SH
2

SH50

Location Map - Napier, Hawke’s Bay
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Site Context - Zoning Site Context - Ownership

 The two hills not only provide a contrast to the wide expanses of open playing fields but they also provide 
shelter to adjoining areas and also vantage points from the network of walking tracks that extend over both 
hills.  The ‘dell’ area between the two hills is also quite different to the rest of the park, offering an enclosed, 
sheltered environment. Both the Richmondvale Archery Club and the Council Parks Depot are located in 
this area. 

Several buildings and facilities have been developed across the park to cater for different sports codes.  
These include, toilets and changing facilities, clubrooms and offices, storage for various sports equipment, 
spectator seating and miscellaneous structures such as signs and rubbish bins.  All of these buildings and 
structures contribute to the functioning of Park Island and how it is used and also to its overall character.

Located on the southern boundary of the park is a 17.6 hectare block of Crown land, which is subject to the 
Office of Treaty Settlements.  This land is zoned Main Residential and while the future of this area and the 
timing of any development of it are uncertain, quality residential housing is proposed for this land.  It would 
be appropriate that the planning and design of residential housing on this area adopt recognised urban 
design principles similar to those proposed for the future stages of Parklands, which recognises and builds 
on the relationship and opportunities afforded by the proximity of Park Island.

Scale:  1:12000 @ A3

Archaeological Site
Cemetery 
Commercial
Electricity Disturbance
Industry

Significant site for Maori
Reserve 
Sports Field
Stream 
Stormwater Treatment Area

Napier City Council
Crown Land
Private Land

Scale:  1:12000 @ A3
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7. site analysis
An understanding of the existing environment, site constraints and opportunities is a starting point for 
formulating a master plan.  The aspects that were assessed and taken into account for both the original 
2013 Master Plan and this revised 2016 Master Plan are:

Park Island

Roads and infrastructure

Topography 

Zoning and land ownership

Buildings and structures

Site features

Waterways and drainage

Winds and shelter

Vegetation patterns and composition
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Taipo Stream

Scale:  1:6000 @ A3        
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8. opportunities and constraints
Existing Trees
While tree planting throughout Park Island has been largely ad hoc and lacking an overall structure and 
specific selections, it does provide a good base from which to formulate future planting. The master plan 
has utilised the existing tree planting and in places, strengthens and extends it. In time this will create a 
distinctive, multi-functional tree framework (i.e. shelter, shade, spatial definitions, enclosure). 

In addition, given the demanding growing conditions, because the area was uplifted in the 1931 Napier 
Earthquake, the resultant salt pan, and also the wind, the trees that have thrived at Park Island provide a 
guide to future species selection. 

Taipo Stream
Despite being channelised in places, Taipo Stream provides ecological, landscape and hydrological 
opportunities.  It has the potential to become a major feature in the Park Island landscape.  The potential 
for realigning and rehabilitating Taipo Stream was identified in the 2013 Master Plan and Napier City Council 
had discussions with Hawke’s Bay Regional Council regarding completing this work.  The Regional Council 
realigned Taipo Stream early in 2016 and planting will be completed later in the year. This work provides an 
opportunity to demonstrate an environmentally sensitive approach to waterway management.

Historic and Cultural Attributes
Park Island is fortunate in that in addition to sportsfields and facilities, the park has significant historic and 
cultural values, such as the site of the former Te Umuriomata Pa, Te Roropipi, Park Island Cemetery and 
Taipo Stream. The master plan has sought to weave these into the overall master plan framework through 
recognition, enhancement and interpretation.  

Taipo Stream (2013) Park Island Cemetery 

During the first 30 years of development, the Council has established local, regional and national profiles for 
Park Island as a sports park.  This has involved the park being used by some sports codes as the venue for 
hosting annual national championships, particularly age group football.

The size of the park, its geographic location, dry climate, topography, waterways and other site features 
provide Park Island with many advantages and opportunities.  Both the original and the revised master 
plans have sought to further capitalise on these opportunities.  

Opportunities: 
Geographic Location 
Park Island is located in a part of Napier where there are existing and also expanding residential 
neighbourhoods, and close to the airport and commercial accommodation. While Park Island functions 
primarily as a destination park, local community use and involvement is important.  Park Island is well 
located in the city’s roading hierarchy and network, and has capacity to accommodate additional traffic 
volumes. This is important given the expansion planned for the park and the significant increase in its use 
that is envisaged. 

Room for Expansion
Park Island is fortunate in that there is room for significant expansion of sportsfields and facilities. The 
development of the surrounding area is at stage where there is a still choice as to how the park can 
achieve this expansion. There are no serious constraints to expansion, which is often the situation faced with 
a park that has been in existence for a long time and where adjoining residential and other development 
affects how expansion can be achieved. It has been opportune that the formulation of this master plan 
has been able to address the form and layout of the future Parklands residential subdivisions as an integral 
component of the overall development.

Park Island has an established pattern of informal recreational use, which the master plan has sought 
to develop further by expanding opportunities through the development of facilities that broaden 
and encourage such use. Despite there being a considerable amount of potentially available land for 
expansion, it is important that any development occurs in a coordinated manner.

Several Access Points 
Having several existing vehicular access points and potential for others to be developed within the roading 
network is a distinct advantage. This has been one of the key factors in developing the concept of the 
three sports hubs. Multiple access points also provide opportunities to disperse traffic and car parking 
around the large site. 

Diversity of Spaces 
Park Island offers a diversity of environments and spaces, which is generally not found in sports parks. Not 
only are there open sportsfields, able to cater for large numbers of users at any one time and at a variety 
of levels, but there are sheltered semi-enclosed spaces that can cater for other types of uses without 
compromising the main focus of Park Island. 
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Flooding
Park Island and the surrounding area is low-lying and flooding is an issue as illustrated in the floods that 
occurred in April 2011.  While Park Island currently acts as a flood storage and attenuation area and will 
continue to do so, facilities, especially buildings, need to be sited and designed to minimise damage from 
flooding.

The site does have constraints and these have been addressed in the context of the Master Plan but some 
aspects will require further investigation at the detailed design stages.  

Constraints:

Drainage and Stormwater
The network of drains in the park poses challenges in that they create barriers and difficulties for the 
development of facilities.  The Master Plan has based the layout of sportsfields and siting of facilities on 
the current hydrological data and information, and hydrological modelling carried out by Hawke’s Bay 
Regional Council (HBRC) in 2012. Napier City Council engaged HBRC to undertake this work and HBRC 
prepared a report, Taipo Stream Analysis for Park Island Sports Park Development (Appendix 3).  In addition, 
HBRC reviewed a draft of the 2013 Master Plan.

The location of playing fields in the Central Sports Hub (Tremain Fields Extension) involves them straddling 
the existing drain that runs around the current perimeter of the park.  Based on the HBRC report, changes to 
this drain will enable the extension of the sportsfields as proposed to be accommodated.  

The drains also offer landscape and ecological design opportunities as well as creating boundaries 
between sport and passive recreation areas, which would be achieved by some minor reshaping and 
replanting. Also introduction of low impact measures in the carpark areas and on roadways and the 
rehabilitation of Taipo Stream will assist in control and dispersal of stormwater.

Taipo Stream flooded April 2011, water level close to 
over-spilling on to Hockey Turf.

As Park Island is low lying and was formally part of 
Ahuriri Estuary there are several drains through the 

park with banks that are mown right to the edge.

Wooden platforms over drains allows access between areas.

The sports fields at Park Island were inundated by flood 
water in April 2011. The playing fields function as flood 

storage and attenuation.
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Overhead Transmission Lines 
Unison Networks’ overhead 33kV transmission lines traverse the park and in several places are a significant 
constraint (e.g. in relation to the realignment of Taipo Stream, configuration of playing fields, tree planting, 
etc).  To be able to fully realise the development as proposed in the Master Plan, the poles need to 
removed and the overhead lines relocated underground.

At the time of preparing the 2013 Master Plan, Napier City Council had discussions with Unison to gain an 
understanding of the issues involved, and the costs and timing to undertake this work.

Electricity Substation
A Unison Networks electrical substation is located in the eastern part of the site; the 33kV overhead 
transmission lines feed into the substation.  As this area has yet to be developed, the proposed layout has 
incorporated the substation into the overall design. It will sit in an area of treed open space at the edge of 
the Northern Sports Hub between the sportsfields and the future stages of Parklands subdivision

Overhead Transmission Lines
Electrical Sub-Station

Overhead Lines near Taipo Stream (2013) Overhead Lines through playing fields Existing Unison Networks Sub-Station

Scale:  1:12000 @ A3
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Kiwifruit Orchard 
During the 1980s a kiwifruit orchard was developed on 8.5 hectares adjacent to the Lagoon Farm complex 
in the eastern part of site.  The land is owned by Napier City Council and was leased to a local grower; one 
lease expired in 2012 and the other in 2015. Tall shelterbelt planting encloses the former orchard. 

Given the potential site contamination of the former kiwifruit orchard and also the adjoining Lagoon 
Farm land, which was used for pastoral/cropping activities, the Council commissioned site contamination 
investigations following the adoption of the Master Plan in 2013 (EAM Ltd, 2013).  Following soil testing and 
laboratory analysis the assessment concluded that:

• Contaminants within the shallow soils are at levels well below National Environmental Standards (NES) 
guidelines for recreation land use;

• No contaminant source was identified and therefore the risk to human health is low:

• Adverse effects on human health as a result of sports ground development as proposed are considered 
highly unlikely; and

• The site is compliant with NES and no further site investigation or remediation works are required.

The tall shelterbelt planting has value as part of the framework of vegetation across the site; currently it 
provides a barrier between the existing recreation facilities and the proposed Northern Sports Hub. The 
intention is to remove some of the lengths of shelterbelt but retain some strips of trees to provide spatial 
definition, scale, and enclosure and also to provide shelter, at least initially. 

Clyde Jeffery Drive
Clyde Jeffery Drive cuts through Park Island and this poses some challenges.  Being a local public road 
rather than an internal park road means that it is permanently open to the public and given that it provides 
a link between Westminster Avenue and Prebensen Drive it is often used as route between the two.  While 
such a ‘short cut’ can lead to conflicts with park users (e.g. traffic speed, people crossing the road to get 
from one side of the park to another) a public road through the park also has benefits in terms of increased 
passive surveillance, which improves general safety and security.

Improving safety for park users was identified in the 2013 Master Plan and 
traffic calming measures have been instigated, including raised pedestrian 
crossing points and posting a 15kph speed limit. If these measures prove 
to be insufficient then other measures may have to be considered, such 
as downgrading Clyde Jeffery Drive to an access road, which would give 
Council much greater control. 

Kiwifruit Orchard Clyde Jeffery Drive looking from near the entrance off Westminster Avenue

Kiwifruit Orchard

Clyde Jeffery Drive
Scale:  1:12000 @ A3
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Archery
The Richmondvale Archery Club has a range and facilities in the semi-enclosed ‘dell’ area between the 
two former islands.  Nationally, the range is highly regarded because it is sheltered and the site is flat and 
enclosed. When the range is being used the targets are set out and warning flags and tape are put up to 
warn passersby.

Good sites for archery ranges are difficult to find and shelter is a priority.  However, while this area works well 
as an archery range, this part of the park has attributes that also appeal to other users.  It is an area has 
a completely different character to the rest of the park and its sheltered dell-like character is popular for 
walking and picnicking. 

Implementation of the Master Plan will involve significant development in the north-eastern part of the site 
with development of the Northern Sports Hub and new tracks and walkways between the hubs and linking 
to other parts of the park plus a new paved pathway for walkers around the perimeter of the two ‘islands’.  
Consequently, retaining the archery range in its present position will mean that when it is being used for 
archery there will be a potential increased risk of injury to walkers and other park users from wayward 
arrows.  A fenced overshoot safety area would need to extend significantly into the ‘dell’.

As part of developing the Master Plan, proprietary fencing of the range was investigated.  However, not 
only would such fencing exclude public access to this part of the site when archery was in progress but it 
would be visually dominant and change the character of the area.  Also, dedicating this part of the site to 
one activity by allowing archery to use a significant proportion of it by installing permanent fencing would 
restrict use by other activities.  This ‘dell’ is seen as having significant potential as a space to hold small 
events (e.g. Teddy Bears Picnic, outdoor theatre, etc) or to always be available for casual and informal use.  

The current archery operation can probably remain short term but long term it would be relocated to 
another site away from Park Island where there are significantly fewer risks to public safety.

The Dell area looking south. Archery targets set out in the ‘dell’ area used by the Richmondvale Archery 
Club, this view shows the rear of the targets. 

Western Hills Cemetery

Park Island Cemetery

Scale:  1:6000 @ A3Archery Range Area

Extent of Cemetery
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Council Depot
The Council’s Park Depot and yard are located at the western end of the dell area, close to Prebensen 
Drive. There is good access for Council trucks and other vehicles and they avoid having to drive through 
the park.  

In many ways this is an ideal location for the Depot but longer term, especially if the dell is to be promoted 
for informal and more passive recreation uses, relocation or reconfiguration should be considered.

Reconfiguring of the depot and re-siting of the depot building and machinery storage and yard could be 
accommodated in this general location.  However, it would need to be well planned and designed with 
buildings tucked against the steep cliff face and the depot and yard area screened from the rest of the 
dell.  In the short term, providing the depot does not need to be expanded, it can remain as is with perhaps 
just some additional planting around the periphery to help better integrate it into its surroundings.

NCC Depot

Fenced Area

Napier City  Council Depot and yard. Entrance to Napier City  Council Depot and fenced yard.

Scale:  1:12000 @ A3
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9. Sports and Recreation Needs Analysis

Central Football –coordinates the regional inter-club and national football 
use at Park Island with numerous clubs involved; they are a major hirer.  
Central Football has committed to Park Island as its hub facility for its 
administration and development academy within the Federation region.

In addition:

The clubs which have facilities at Park Island are:

•  Napier City Rovers Football Club

•  Hawke’s Bay United Football Club

• Hawke’s Bay Hockey Association

•  Napier Old Boys Marist Rugby Club (and affiliated Marist Football, Netball, Softball and Cricket Clubs)

•  Richmondvale Archery Club

Hawke’s Bay Rugby Union – is also a major hirer and coordinates 
regional inter-club and national rugby union use at Park Island, also with 
numerous clubs involved.  Park Island will become the administration 
hub and high performance training centre for the Union and will share 
some facilities (e.g. artificial surfaced fields and small scale spectator 
event arena) with other users located at Park Island.

Hawke’s Bay Cricket Association – coordinates local school age cricket 
use at Park Island with senior and higher level cricket located at other 
sports parks such as Nelson Park.

Hawke’s Bay Hockey Association – coordinates regional inter-club, 
regional and national hockey use at the Kelt Capital Hockey Stadium 
at Park Island.

Rugby League Hawke’s Bay – coordinates regional and national rugby 
league at Park Island, mostly major games not weekly club use but is 
currently a minor hirer.

Park Island is used by a range of recreation and sport organisations; five of which have facilities on the 
park.  The following clubs and associations utilise Park Island:

The recreation needs and demand assessment carried out for the development of the 2013 Master Plan 
included feedback and survey results from all of these organisations but it also covered several other 
recreation user groups and stakeholders

First Round Stakeholders Engagement (2011)
Fifteen stakeholder meetings were held to obtain a broad overview of the requirements and aspirations 
of both existing and potential users of Park Island.  Engagement with these stakeholders was carried out 
in two phases in the early stages of developing the master plan and then following completion of the 
draft document. The first engagement was completed in August 2011 and involved a combination of 
engagement methods:

• A questionnaire was used to gather data from stakeholder sports organisations with a known interest in 
the Park, drawn from Council and Sport Hawke’s Bay lists; 

• Face to face meetings with 15 stakeholder sports organisations and a telephone interview with one 
sports organisation indicated they wanted to meet with the master planning team;

• A residents’ questionnaire was promoted at the park and through Council to seek wider views on Park 
Island; 

• A questionnaire was used to gather data from schools.

Cross country events are held at Park Island, which are arranged by 
various clubs and schools.

Richmondvale Archery Club has a range and a small pavilion in the 
semi-enclosed ‘dell’ area.  Nationally the range is highly regarded 
because it is sheltered and the site is flat and enclosed.
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Bike facilities including BMX track Playground

Better Drainage Upgrade of paths for walking and cycling

More Parking Shelter

The analysis and feedback from this work played a key role in developing the concept layout and the 
subsequent preparation of the master plan.  The findings from this first round of engagement is summarised 
below.

Second Round Stakeholders Engagement (2012)
The second round of stakeholder engagement occurred in March 2012 and comprised a presentation 
of the draft master plan to a range of sporting organisations followed by face-to-face meetings with 12 
stakeholder sports organisations seeking their comment and feedback.  In addition, several of the sports 
organisations also subsequently provided written responses to the draft master plan.

At this presentation the initial draft master plan was generally well received by the stakeholders, with some 
reiterating or expanding points they had made previously.  Several changes to the draft master plan were 
suggested and following discussion with Council officers, various aspects of the plan were amended to 
accommodate many of these points.

See Appendix 2 for a copy of the Park Island Needs Analysis Report (2012).

Third Round of Stakeholder Engagement (2016)
A further round of stakeholder engagement occurred in February 2016 in order to update the master plan 
(see Appendix 6 for a copy of the Issues and Options Report). The Report outlines some proposed significant 
changes to the master plan reflecting the changed situation of several sports codes.

As part of the 2016 update of the master plan, nine stakeholder meetings were undertaken in February 2016 
with recreation and sport organisations (see Appendix 6).

Passive Recreation 
Passive recreation includes informal recreation activities such as walking and informal sports activity not 
organised by club or regional sports organisations. Several consistent themes emerged from feedback from 
sports organisations and also from schools, the key ones being:

• The Park is highly valued as a place for passive recreation because of the size of the green space and 
the two ‘islands’ as significant features;

• Infrastructure such as pathways, seating and toilets are inadequate;

• Passive recreation use should be encouraged as it provides greater safety and security through passive 
supervision by users, particularly during low use periods for sport activities.
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Hockey Fields Training Fields

Cricket Wicket Football Fields, Park Island

Schools

In addition to the comments outlined above, schools were generally satisfied with most aspects of Park 
Island with the exception of parking.  Many respondents regarded the park as a community recreation 
space as well as a sports park. The key needs identified by schools to improve Park Island were:

• More parking; 

• Better drainage of fields;

• Upgrading of paths for walking and cycling;

• Bike facilities including a BMX track;

• A playground;

• Provision of shelter near to fields for protection from weather (rain and wind) and to provide shade from 
the sun;

• Improve directional signage from the Napier-Hastings Expressway

Sports Organisations
All of the sports organisations that currently use Park Island expressed significant concerns regarding 
the hazards caused by the traffic and current parking practices of park users, particularly at peak times 
(Saturday and midweek evenings). They expressed the need for traffic calming measures to be put in place 
and improved lighting of road and parking areas for safety and personal security reasons. Suggestions to 
improve safety included: 

• A significant reduction in the speed limit along the entire length of Clyde Jeffery Drive (which has been 
subsequently addressed through the introduction of traffic calming measures and a reduced speed 
limit); 

• Installing crossing points for pedestrians, particularly between Napier City Rover clubrooms and 
Shrimpton fields and between Napier Old Boys Marist (NOBM) clubrooms and Bond fields.

• Increasing the amount of car parking;

• Installing a pedestrian bridge to provide more direct access to Bond fields from cars parked on 
Westminster Avenue (particularly if more fields are developed to the south of existing Bond fields).

Overall, most sports identified the need for more capacity in terms of the number of sports fields at Park 
Island based on growth within their sport. This demand is primarily within the winter codes. In addition, 
they identified a significant shortfall in the number of fields that are floodlit for winter training compared to 
current demand.  However, the Issues and Options Report completed in 2016 identified several matters that 
have emerged since 2013, particularly in regard to the provision of additional artificial turf fields for football 
and rugby and how these could be shared.

Improvement of Park Island as a venue for national tournaments to counter competition from venues 
elsewhere in New Zealand was a major theme of feedback from football. Rugby and hockey also see 
development of Park Island as important for the region to be able to have at least comparable facilities to 
those in other regions so they can compete effectively for national tournament events.
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Several organisations have aspirations for relocation to Park Island to enhance the delivery of their sport 
activity including: 

• Central Football

• Hawke’s Bay Rugby Union

• Napier Pirates Rugby and Sports Club

Several organisations have aspirations for significant development of facilities, fields and services at 
Park Island to either meet the demands of growth in participation or to improve provision for player 
development, including to high performance level, in order to remain nationally competitive. These needs 
and proposed developments are briefly summarised below:

• Central Football sees Park Island as the main hub (Home of Football) for the sport within its Federation 
area and the logical location for its high performance programme.  Central Football needs a year 
round operating base for traditional winter leagues as well as summer small sided football (plans for 
major growth) and the fast growing Futsal (indoor and outdoor) version of the game. The operating 
base includes offices and meeting rooms for professional staff, high performance training facilities 
including seminar room and equipment storage, as well as more fields for football competitions, 
tournaments and training use, including in the future at least one artificial turf football field (possibly with 
FIFA funding if it is a football exclusive field).

• The Hawke’s Bay Rugby Union operates out of offices at McLean Park. Delivery of its high performance 
programme is currently split across a number of venues in Napier and Hastings. This fragmented delivery 
is inefficient and inhibiting its effectiveness in developing the full potential of players within the region. 
The Union needs an operating base including offices for professional staff, meeting rooms and high 
performance training facilities including seminar room, fitness gym, a covered training area with an 
artificial surface suitable for rugby activity, as well as facilities for related services such as sport massage 
and physiotherapy. In addition, the High Performance programme needs access to a training field plus 
a half field that are both floodlit.

• A third artificial turf for hockey planned for Park Island by the Hawke’s Bay Artificial Surface Trust had a 
$500,000 contribution allocated by the Council in the 2012/13 financial year. However, since completion 
of the Park Island Master plan there has been significant additional capacity developed at Sports 
Park Hawke’s Bay. The development of a full-size turf with spectator facilities and an adjacent half turf 
(both to international standard water based surface), means there is sufficient capacity in the Region 
to defer development of a third hockey turf and associated spectator facilities at Park Island for the 
foreseeable future. Hockey New Zealand Turf Provision Indicators show the current capacity of full-size 
turfs is sufficient to meet current and projected demand through to 2033. The funding allocated to this 
purpose could be held in trust or reallocated to the development of the first artificial turf for football at 
Park Island.

• Napier Old Boys Marist is seeking allocation of two more training fields close to the clubrooms to meet 
current demand for their football teams (and to end the current practice of overuse of rugby fields by 
sharing with football for training). Netball and softball both lack training facilities at Park island and are 
seeking to have a similar level of service to other sports within NOB Marist through a designated softball 
training area and the installation of two courts on the Park (that would be available for public use when 
not being used for netball training). The replacement of the current storage container on the south-
east of Bond Field with an amenities block and secure store for club equipment is advocated as part 
of the development of further fields in this area of the Park. The Club would like to have the wooden 
grandstand on Tremain Field covered to provide shelter for spectators and to increase the life of the 
grandstand. The removal of the chain-link fence and locked gate between the clubrooms and Tremain 
Field is also proposed. The Club proposes to extend its clubrooms in the future.

• Napier Pirates Rugby and Sports Club is advocating to be fully relocated from Tamatea Park onto Park 
Island with allocated fields and a clubroom facility. This is driven by growth in the club membership (now 
over 500 members). The Club’s activities are fragmented between use of Tamatea Park and Park Island 
(Tremain Fields for ’home’ rugby games). This fragmented delivery has been difficult to manage and 
the Club has reluctantly consolidated more on Tamatea Park, which now suffers from chronic over-use. 
The Club needs an integrated solution that most other clubs have, with a clubroom facility adjacent to 
several fields for use by the club for games and training. Park Island is the logical location as the majority 
of members live locally.

• Napier City Rovers propose development of a secure store for football equipment at Shrimpton Fields to 
eliminate hazards associated with the current practice of carrying this equipment across Clyde Jeffery 
Drive. The lack of floodlighting on Shrimpton Fields hinders full utilisation of these fields by the club for 
training. NCR also see the provision of an artificial turf football field as critical to the future development 
of the sport in the region.

See Appendices 2 and 6 for the full 2012 Needs Analysis Report and the 2016 Issues and Options Report. The 
recreation needs assessment also addressed the potential for cooperation and partnership between a mix 
of clubs and regional sports organisations and these too are outlined in Appendices 2 and 6.
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Each sports hub comprises the following elements:

•  Sports facilities building

•  Two No. 1 fields

•  Two or more floodlit fields

•  General sportsfields / training fields

10. Sports Hubs 
Hubs in a sporting and recreation context are often described as a central core facility that services the 
social and administration needs of multiple codes. 

Creation of sports hubs are a sustainable response to the changing needs of sporting organisations and 
combine the economic advantage of co-location with the ebb and flow of popularity that most sports 
codes experience over time.  Development of hubs is a nationwide trend and is an initiative supported by 
Sport New Zealand.

At Park Island three hubs are proposed and while they are essentially ‘self contained’ there are good 
physical and visual linkages between them as well as good connections to adjoining residential and other 
areas.  The location of each hub is shown on Figure X and referred to as:

• Southern Sports Hub

• Central Sports Hub

• Northern Sports Hub

The Southern and Central Sports Hubs are based on a reconfiguration of the current sportsfields and 
facilities, whereas the Northern Sports Hub is a totally new ‘greenfield’ development.  It occupies part of the 
area which was formerly part of Lagoon Farm, north of the open drain that currently defines the edge of 
Park Island.  

•  Carpark

•  Toilets

•  Playground

•  Infrastructure (paths, changing, storage, etc).

HUB  Diagram

Central Sports Hub

Southern Sports Hub

Scale:  1:12000 @ A3

Northern Sports Hub
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High performance training facility Grass softball diamondStructured tree planting Rain gardens in car parks
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Scale:  1:6000 @ A3

Bluewater Stadium retained as enclosed charge ground (the second tier arena below McLean Park) 
and field improved and floodlighting to perform as multi-use arena 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Southern Sports Hub

New facilities building located on east side of arena, which would contain : 

 Administration space for Regional Sports Organisations (RSOs)
 High Performance Training Centre
 Increased spectator capacity
 Café

Second enclosed ground adjoining facilities building earmarked 
for future conversion to an artificial surface field for football

Provision for four artificial hockey fields and associated infrastructure 

Two practice football fields

General fields / 1 softball grass diamond

Small playground and small ablutions/storage building

Increased access, shade and shelter

• 

6

The new Southern Sports Hub is a longer term development and will be focused on meeting the needs 
of regional sports organisations rather than clubs.  The anchor tenant will be Central Football and they 
will possibly be joined by other codes in the future.  Hawke’s Bay Hockey will use some of the spaces and 
services provided by the hub.  The concept is for an integrated hub building with good links to adjacent 
fields, available for use year round for team and academy training programmes.  The building will house the 
staff of the regional sports organisations. The hub building will contain:

• An administration hub with offices and meeting rooms with shared reception

• Facilities for high performance training centre, including seminar rooms, fitness gym, offices, consulting/
treatment rooms and a covered training space

• An option to develop an upper level to provide a large multi-purpose function space that overlooks 
Bluewater Stadium and the new artificial surfaced field for football.

• 
• 
• 
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Facilities building – retain as is, no major works unless evident demand emerges

Open up public access to Tremain Field

Two new fields north of Tremain

Shrimpton Fields reconfigured

Shrimpton changing and ablution block to be upgraded and modernised

Two paved courts for netball / tennis for casual public use and NOB Marist use

Play facilities (through access arrangements with NOB Marist)

Increased access, shade and shelter

Artificial hockey fields Existing Site

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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5
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7

8

Central Sports Hub

Scale:  1:6000 @ A3

The Central Sports Hub will primarily serve the needs of NOB Marist and its member sports.  The extension of 
Tremain Fields will create two additional fields including one artificial field initially and primarily for rugby use 
(Marist NOB, Pirates and HBRU) with a second artificial field to follow when demand warrants development.  
The intention is for most, if not all, NOB Marist activity to be located on Tremain and Shrimpton Fields in the 
future, to minimise the need for users to cross Clyde Jeffery Drive to access the hub building from fields used 
by club members.  The existing clubroom and adjacent change facilities are substantial and no significant 
works are envisaged.
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Netball Courts Example of HUB Building

Scale:  1:6000 @ A3

HBRU High Performance Facility

Hub building

Game field 

Training Field

Additional 5 fields

Two paved courts for netball / tennis for casual public use

Practice Nets with two cricket wickets

Small neighbourhood playground

Access and carparking

1

1

2

2
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5
6 8
7

9
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Northern Sports Hub 

The Northern Sports Hub will become the home of the Napier Pirates Rugby and Sports Club that is in 
dire need of a clubroom and more fields.  The aim is for Pirates to fully relocate from their current base 
at Tamatea Park to Park Island. A key to the relocation is for the hub facility and the fields to have good 
access from Tamatea, especially for pedestrians.  The hub will meet the needs of the club for social, 
administration, change and ablution facilities as well as fields and courts.

The Northern Sports Hub fields and facilities will be used for national championship events to assist Park 
Island to remain competitive with other venues elsewhere in New Zealand.  The Northern Sports Hub is also 
intended to serve the passive recreation needs of the Parklands area.
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Circulation
Good access to Park Island and improved circulation for both vehicles and pedestrians are key to the 
successful functioning of the three sports hubs and to the overall operation of Park Island as a recreation 
destination.   Circulation for both vehicles and pedestrians needs to be logical and hierarchical and 
through good design and detailing, signage can be minimised.  

Westminster Avenue forms the eastern boundary of the park and is a Principal Road where it adjoins the 
park.  Further north, Westminster Avenue becomes a Strategic Arterial Road and eventually connects to 
Tamatea Drive and the Napier-Hastings Expressway.  

Prebensen Drive is a Strategic Arterial Road which starts from the Napier-Hastings Expressway and runs east-
west until the western hills, at which point the road turns to a north-south direction and bounds Park Island 
on both the northern and western sides.

Orotu Drive is a local road extending between Westminster Avenue and Prebensen Drive.  

Clyde Jeffery Drive is also a local road and runs through the park in an east-west direction linking 
Westminster Avenue with Prebensen Drive.  The primary vehicular access to Park Island is from Clyde Jeffery 
Drive and this is an issue for many park users in terms of traffic speeds and safety given that the road has 
traditionally been used as a shortcut route between Westminster Avenue and Prebensen Drive. 

Following adoption of the 2013 Master Plan measures were introduced to help mitigate this situation:

1. Traffic calming measures were constructed at various places along Clyde Jeffery Drive to slow 
traffic and provide clearly defined safe crossing routes for park users walking between the Bond and 
Shrimpton Fields.

2. A 15kph speed limit along Clyde Jeffery Drive is now posted.

In addition, the recent completion of Orotu Drive, linking Westminster Avenue and Prebensen Drive, has 
reduced traffic volumes on Clyde Jeffery Drive.

The development of three separate sports hubs, each with good vehicular access along different 
boundaries and with adjoining carparking, will disperse activity more widely across the park.  Vehicle 
access to the two existing hubs (i.e. Southern and Central) will be from either Westminster Avenue or 
Prebensen Drive.  Access to the Northern Hub will be from Orotu Drive.

Pedestrian access to Park Island will be improved by two new footbridges over the open drain on 
Westminster Avenue, which will make it easier for users to park on Westminster Avenue and access the park.  
A new footbridge that crosses Taipo Stream will provide access to the park from Merlot Drive and a network 
of walkways from the roads bordering the park will provide linkages between the hubs, to the surrounding 
residential areas, and to the wider landscape (e.g. the walkway/cycleway along Prebensen Drive).

To Napier - Hastings ExpresswayTo Napier - Hastings Expressway

Westminster Avenue

Orotu Drive

Prebensen Drive

Scale:  1:12000 @ A3Existing Sealed Walkway/Cycleways
Existing Informal Walkway
Proposed Formal Walkway/Cycleways
Roundabout
Strategic Arterial Road
Principal Road 
Local Road

Clyde Jeffery Drive
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Buildings
Existing buildings will remain but will be either refurbished and/or extended to enable the hubs concept 
to function.  A facilities building is a key element of each of the hubs.  The master plan shows building 
footprints only and the composition and function of each of the facilities buildings is outlined in the 
description of each sports hub on pages 25 - 27.  Design briefs for both new and refurbished buildings will be 
prepared as part of the of the subsequent developed design stages.

Existing NCC owned buildings

Existing tenant-owned buildings

Existing Sub-Station (Unison Networks)

Existing buildings to be removed

Proposed new building 

Temporary Accommodation Central 
Football

Rugby Clubrooms and ParkingHockey Turf and Building

Scale:  1:12000 @ A3
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Field Utilisation
The overall allocation of fields for use by specific sports codes will be determined by Council, based on 
evident demand ascertained from its monitoring of field use and in consultation with the codes. This may 
mean changes in allocation between codes and between clubs as demand varies. The intention is that 
fields will be managed to better share the ‘work load’ (game and training) and enable Council to withdraw 
individual fields for turf rejuvenation and/or redevelopment as needed. 

In general, full-size fields have been marked on the plan. Some junior sized football fields are marked where 
the land area will not accommodate a full-size field. It is recognised that sports such as football are now 
using a range of field sizes for various junior winter and summer football grades. These smaller sized fields will 
occupy some of the full-size fields. 

The Bluewater Stadium is the No.1 field for the Southern Sports Hub. No. 1 fields are those used 
predominantly for the highest (premier) level of games and are usually immediately adjacent to a 
clubroom facility. Based on feedback from Napier Old Boys Marist and Pirates, the current intention is to 
have a No. 1 field for football and a No.1 field for rugby on an enlarged Tremain Fields and at the Northern 
Sports Hub. 

These fields would usually be the first to have game standard floodlighting and enhanced drainage 
installed. General fields are the remaining fields and will be used for lower grades and for training. They will 
be allocated to meet current demand. Fields with floodlighting to training standard will usually have greater 
use for training and less use for games than other general fields.

The allocation of fields will change as new fields become available and floodlighting and improved 
drainage is installed. It will be a staged process. The intention is to reduce the requirements for field users 
to cross Clyde Jeffery Drive to access fields from clubrooms and parking. Potential changes include the 
current Bond Fields and the new Bond extension to be allocated to football as other capacity is freed up 
on Shrimpton and new capacity is developed in the Northern Sports Hub. Four fields on Shrimpton will be 
reallocated to provide training fields, currently planned as two for football and two for rugby (replacing two 
rugby fields on Bond). The allocation of fields to particular codes and users by Council will reflect evident 
demand at the time these changes are implemented.

Typical Field Dimensions:

Softball Pitch Rugby - Rugby League Field Football Field Cricket Oval

70m
18m

8m

100m

50m
22m10m

10m

18m
40m

116m

65m

45
m

89
m

Bond Fields

Shrimpton Fields

Tremain Fields

Scale:  1:12000 @ A3No. 1 Field
Training Field
* Indicates Artificial

*

**

* *

*
*
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Lighting
The future requirements for sport are difficult to predict and the lighting plan has been designed to meet 
projected demand for floodlit fields for game and training purposes for the next 5-10 years in relation 
to feedback from the stakeholders, which is covered in the September 2016 Issues and Options Report. 
The lighting plan therefore has a staged approach to development over the next 20 years and timing of 
installation will be driven by demand and availability of funds.

Game Lighting: Demand for night games is limited at present and is reflected in the lighting plan with 
floodlighting of the Bluewater Stadium to occur when the field surface is redeveloped to cope with more 
games per year. The planned artificial surfaced football field adjacent to the Bluewater Stadium will 
also have game standard floodlighting. All artificial turf hockey fields will be floodlit to game standard. 
These fields will have sufficient illumination levels to enable video cameras to capture the game action 
effectively.

There is likely to be additional demand for floodlighting of fields to game standard in years to come, 
particularly if winter sport for teenagers of working age and adult grades moves away from Saturday 
daytime games.  Social sport leagues, where participants ‘pay for play’ tend to be centralised at a hub.  
This demand could also be increased further if codes (particularly football) centralised some competition 
grades at Park Island. 

Training Lighting: Training field lighting usually has lower illumination levels compared to game standard 
lighting and has lower capital and operating costs. There has been a strong trend towards increasing the 
number of fields with training standard lighting to accommodate mid-week training for winter sport. This 
is partly driven by the availability of volunteer coaches in the evening rather than afternoons. In addition, 
demand from Central Football for more floodlit fields for academy and training purposes is likely. Therefore, 
a reasonable assumption is that most if not all fields will be floodlit in the future. The exception could be 
those fields adjacent to existing residential housing along Westminster Avenue where light spill to adjacent 
residential housing would need to be considered. However, with LED lighting technology not only are there 
are greater efficiencies but also significant reductions in light spill from more directional lighting units so 
potential effects on adjacent residential properties should be able to be satisfactorily resolved.

Existing Lighting Existing Lighting

Scale:  1:12000 @ A3 Existing Lighting (upgraded or relocated)

Proposed Lighting
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Play Facilities
Play facilities are proposed in each of the hubs.  These have been positioned to cater for users of Park 
Island’s sportsfields and facilities but also so they are readily accessible and from adjoining residential areas.  
Having a play facility in each hub will expand the recreation opportunities available at Park Island and 
cater for children accompanying family members involved in organised sport and also children living in 
adjoining residential areas.

The play facilities in all three Sports Hubs will be relatively small, as opposed to being large ‘destination’ 
playgrounds that are found in other parts of Napier. The proposed location of the playground proposed for 
the Northern Sports Hub, adjoining the Parklands residential area, is so that it is visible and readily accessible 
from Parklands, which currently does not have a playground.  The intention is for the playground developed 
by NOB Marist for use by members to be opened up for public use as part of the overall redevelopment of 
the Central Sports Hub.
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Informal Play Adventure Play Natural Play
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Ecological Enhancement
In the 2013 Master Plan Taipo Stream was identified for realignment and rehabilitation and the Council 
had discussion with Hawke’s Bay Regional Council (HBRC), who had successfully completed similar stream 
rehabilitation projects, notably Harekeke Stream.  HBRC have since completed realignment of the Taipo 
Stream and completed extensive planting along the embankments during the 2016 planting season. 

The rehabilitation of the stream has achieved several things:

• Restoration and enhancement of a degraded waterway;

• Increased wetland habitat;

• Provided an appropriate context and edge to the former Te Umuroimata Pa;

• Opened up development opportunities for Park Island along the western edge;

• Created a vegetated buffer along Prebensen Drive. 

The land surrounding the realigned stream is lower than the adjoining hockey fields and facilities and also 
lower than Prebensen Drive and the adjoining Merlot Drive residential area.  Native riparian plant species 
have been planted along the edges of the realigned stream. 

The various drains in Park Island are also proposed to be rehabilitated by reshaping the edges and riparian 
planting to improve their ecological value.  The 2012 report prepared by HBRC provides an analysis of Taipo 
Stream and the stormwater solutions proposed for Park Island (Appendix 4)

The former sea cut steep faces of the two islands also provides opportunities to establish a range of 
native vegetation species to reinforce the planting that has been completed progressively in these areas.  
Planting of these areas could also reduce on-going maintenance as these areas are currently maintained 
by staff with weedeaters.

2013 Scheme for r e-profiled and rehabilitated drain section

2013 Scheme 

Hawke’s Bay Regional Council Detailed Plans 

Taipo Stream Diverted

Realigned and rehabilitated Harekeke Stream Taipo stream shortly after realignment

Taipo Stream Restoration Area
Taipo Stream Diversion

Rehabilitated Drains
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Walkways / Cycleways
There are footpaths, walkways, cycleways and tracks running through Park Island but some are in poor 
condition and the standard of maintenance is variable.  A hierarchy of pedestrian walkways and tracks 
is set out in the master plan.  The intention is not to standardise the design of all of the paths and tracks 
throughout the park because it is important that the design, materials and maintenance are appropriate to 
the character of the particular location and also the type and level of use.

A logical hierarchy of tracks and walkways and attention to design details such as drainage, surfaces, 
bollards and signage, will ensure these can be used year round.  In addition, the track network provides 
connections to tracks and paths outside the park and to destinations beyond. The walkway network 
provides walkers with a variety of loop options of varying length so users can tailor a route to the time 
available.

Existing Sealed Walkway Existing informal Walkway Existing Informal WalkwayExisting Sealed Walkway

Scale:  1:12000 @ A3Existing Sealed Walkway/Cycleway
Existing Informal Walkway
Proposed Formal Walkway/Cycleway
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Car Parking 
Large expansive areas of carpark characterise Park Island and the adequacy or otherwise of carparks 
drew comments from many stakeholders surveyed as part of the needs assessment carried out as part of 
the 2013 Master Plan.  During much of the week there are few cars using the carpark areas along Clyde 
Jeffery Drive but on many weekends and during tournaments carparks are full and often over-flowing.  

The master plan proposes a significant increase in the number of carparks within the park itself but also 
proposes to utilise adjoining streets for carparking through improved access via footbridges.  Existing 
carparks will be redesigned to improve their functionality and appearance; all new carparking will adhere 
to similar design principles.  For example, low impact design measures such as rain gardens in carparks 
will deal with and treat stormwater and a grid of trees in carparks will provide shade and shelter. This tree 
planting will also improve the overall appearance of carparks, especially when they are empty.

Redesign of the existing carparking areas, together with tree planting and the development of rain 
gardens, will result in a reduction of the number of carparks in some areas.  However, several new carpark 
areas are proposed throughout the park, which will result in a significant increase in the number of parking 
spaces.   

In addition to the defined carparks distributed throughout Park Island, carparking will also be available 
along Westminster Avenue with pedestrian bridges at two locations to provide direct links to Park Island.  On 
the opposite side of the park a third bridge is proposed, between Merlot Drive and Park Island. There are 
also opportunities for on-street parking in the future stages of Parklands subdivision and along the edge of 
the Crown Land block.  The additional parking on Bond Fields is also intended to reduce the need for users 
to cross Clyde Jeffrey Drive to access playing fields. 

Carpark Numbers 
(Net Parking Change= 518 Additional Parks)

*
*

+196

-90 +52

+165

+22

Design of future 
stages of Parklands 
to incorporate edge 
parking on streets

optional edge 
parking to road

P

P

P

+173

Rain gardens in car park areas.During mid-week there are very few cars and car 
parks are large areas of asphalt. 

The amount of car parking was a major issue raised by all 
stakeholders. At times of heavy use such as weekends and 

during tournaments car parking is at a premium.

+50

Taipo Stream

Crown Land

Parklands

Scale:  1:12000 @ A3

Tree planting and rain gardens.
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Traffic Calming
Crossing Clyde Jeffery Drive was an issue raised by many stakeholders in the consultation carried out for 
the 2013 Master Plan.  As a result, proposals to improve pedestrian access and safety were made that 
involved a combination of a reduced speed limit and traffic calming measures in the form of raised and 
paved sections of the carriageway, to provide much safer crossing options for park users.  Council has 
implemented these measures, including posting a 15kmh speed limit for Clyde Jeffery Drive.

*

*
**

*

Raised table crossingImplimented traffic calming

footpath
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raised table footpath

Scale:  1:12000 @ A3Traffic Calming Locations* * * *

Typical Clyde Jeffery Drive Section: 

Typical Clyde Jeffery Drive Plan: 
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Low Impact Design 
Low impact design (LID) can be incorporated into many development aspects. The realignment and 
rehabilitation of Taipo Stream has removed the former channelisation, and extensive planting has been 
carried out to replace the mown grass right to the edge.  

There are drains throughout the park and in places these drains create barriers to pedestrians.   The 
landscape, ecological and hydrological values of the drains can be improved with minor reshaping and 
riparian planting.  They will then become positive landscape and ecological features in the park; also once 
planting is established maintenance should be reduced.  

Taipo Stream

KEY:

Lucas Creek, Auckland: Just after earthworks and formationTaipo stream just after earthworks and formation Lucas Creek: 4 months post planting

Degraded streams can be successfully realigned and restored as can be seen in the Lucas Creek, Auckland example.

Redirect stormwater to treatment  
in stream corridor

Swales enhanced for water quality 
treatment and attenuation

Enhanced LID responses 
connecting development to park

Reprofiling (widening) and 
restoration of stream corridor

Tree planting north of stream

Increase culvert capacity

Showcase LID treatment devices

Planting to indicate historic 
shoreline

Treatment wetlands and /or 
vegetated floodplains

Prop. Realignment of Taipo Stream
Scale:  1:12000 @ A3
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Residential Edge
The layout and design of the future stages of the Parklands residential subdivision will significantly influence 
the functioning of the Northern Sports Hub.  The development of the Park Island master plan has provided 
an opportunity to create an active edge to the park and the potential to add value to both the subdivision 
and to the park.  

As the whole area is low lying and there is risk from flooding, ground levels for future stages of Parklands will 
be raised by around 800mm, as has been done in the areas of Parklands already developed.  Allowance 
has also been made for ground levels in the Northern Sports Hub to be raised by approximately 400mm, 
which will mean the Parklands dwellings will be slightly elevated above the park.  It also means that the 
park will act as flood storage and attenuation for the adjoining residential areas.

The proposed layout and design for Parklands incorporates the following key urban design principles:

• The stages have been designed as two ‘neighbourhoods’ located on the northern and southern sides 
of the park respectively, thus maximising the length of interface with the park;

• Extending the park to Orotu Drive to maximise the open space and recreation value of the park for 
those existing properties east of Orotu Drive; 

• No housing along the park edge which avoids owners building back fences along their boundaries;

• Provision for parking along street edges and possibly introducing angle parking to increase capacity;

• Physical, visual and open space linkages with Prebenesen Drive and the associated walkway and 
cycleway;

• Adjoining residential properties will provide passive surveillance, and thus provide a level of security and 
safety to park users;

• Higher value outlook for many Parklands residential properties;

• Potential for smaller allotments to accommodate multi-unit housing along the park edge, which will 
increase yield and financial return from section sales.

Example of residential development along edge of the park.Example of Residential edgeQuality residentail edge . Long Bay, Auckland

Treatment of residential development along edge of the park.
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Park Furniture and Materials
Currently, Park Island has no particular style or type of park furniture and much of it is poorly designed and 
maintenance is variable.  Some items such as the chain linked bollards along footpaths presents potential 
trip hazards.

The current furniture is inadequate and/or inappropriate for a park of this size and with the high level of use. 
Key elements, such as drinking fountains and bicycle stands and storage are absent. Other elements are 
inadequate and/or poorly designed, such as seating, fitness trail equipment, rubbish tins and dog bins. 

A robust, well designed suite of park furniture is proposed that is functional, easily maintained and readily 
available.  This will be used throughout the park and thus help to create consistency and a strong identity 
and aesthetic. Siting of park furniture would be done as part of the detailed planning and design of each 
sports hub.

Exercise interpretation boards

Rubbish bin

Park Island sign at entrance.

Park signage

Seating Chain linked bollards

Existing park furniture:

Rain gardensToilets

Edge treatmentWayfinding signage

SeatingPicnic tables

Examples of more appropriate park furniture:
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Informal tree planting

Tree Framework
A tree framework throughout all of Park Island, to add to the existing trees that have been planted over the 
past 30 years, will achieve several things:

• Provide a degree of enclosure to what by necessity are large, open playing fields

• Definition to each of the three sports hubs

• Provide a human scale to many areas

• Improve shade and shelter

• Enhance walkways

• Improve aesthetics

• Strengthen the open space pattern of the park, particularly in its wider context.

Tree planting at Park Island has not been carried out according to an overall plan or strategy, nor has a 
particular palette of species been used.  Instead plant selection has been left up to park managers and the 
species that have thrived have generally been planted over successive years.  There is a range of species, 
which is useful because it does provide a pragmatic guide of the species that are suitable for what are 
generally difficult growing conditions (e.g. salt pan as a result of the Park’s recent history, dry summers and 
strong winds).

The planting proposed will introduce a tree grid in several parts of the park, including carpark areas, but the 
current, largely informal tree pattern will also be reinforced throughout the park.  

Trees and other planting will be based on an overall strategy and implementation plan, which can be 
budgeted for annually.  The strategy will provide an overall planting plan with design details, species to be 
used, and how they should be managed and maintained.

Ecological planting - Wetland Structured tree planting  - Grids

Taipo Stream

Scale:  1:12000 @ A3

Tree planting north of stream

Planting to indicate historic 
shoreline
Treatment wetlands and /or 
vegetated floodplains

Primary Tree Planting

Secondary Tree Planting

Grids of Tree Planting

Informal Tree Planting
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Celebrating History and Interpretation
There are great opportunities to celebrate Park Island’s interesting geological, social and cultural history 
along the walkways and paths, along Taipo Stream and in the historic Park Island Cemetery.  This could be 
done in situ with interpretation signs and panels.  Such elements are part of the park furniture and therefore 
need to be considered as part of this suite of elements and not in isolation  

Other interpretation panels could describe and illustrate future stages and proposals, such as the work 
carried out with the realignment and rehabilitation of Taipo Stream. 
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11. Staging and Implementation 
Development of the Park Island Master Plan involved significant stakeholder and community engagement; 
this revision of the master plan has updated input from the various sports codes. 

Given the scale and cost of implementing the overall master plan and the need to recognise the evolving 
and changing needs of sports codes and other users, implementation will by necessity, be tackled in stages 
over the next 20+ years.  

The key will be ensuring that the stages are clearly identified and budgeted for in the Council’s long term 
and annual plans.  The recommended implementation strategy for the initial phase of works to be carried 
out involves a combination of longer term and short term projects as set out below:

• Council to formulate a plan change to rezone land for Sports Park not already zoned; 

• Focus on a key strategic component of the plan that clearly illustrates to the community that the 
Council is committed to implementing the master plan; 

• Embarking on a few smaller scale projects that will provide more immediate results and short term 
‘wins’.

In addition, planning and design work for the future stages of Parklands should also be advanced because 
its configuration and layout will directly influence the design of the Northern Hub.

Implementation Strategy Diagram2017

HAWKE’S BAY RUGBY UNION
HIGH PERFORMANCE FACILITYPLAN CHANGES

HAWKE’S BAY RUGBY UNION
#1 TRAINING FIELD

ARTIFICIAL RUGBY

ARTIFICIAL HOCKEY

HOCKEY PAVILION EXTENSION

ARTIFICIAL FOOTBALL 
AND BLUEWATER STADIUM 

IMPROVEMENTS
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Strategic Projects: 
Plan Change

Council needs to address the status of the eastern part of the site given that is zoned Main Residential.  
Council planners have considered three options and the respective advantages and time frames of each. 
The most transparent approach would be to rezone the land for Sports Park with a change of the current 
Sports Park provisions to allow for development to occur in conjunction with the master plan, which would 
be appended to the District Plan in the same way structure plans currently are.  

It is important to get the plan change aspect underway as soon as the master plan has been approved by 
Council because it directly affects the timing of implementation for the strategic and short term projects 
discussed below.  A plan change to rezone will be commenced in 2017.

Northern Sports Hub

Much of the implementation of the master plan is about reorganising and retrofitting the current sportsfields 
and facilities, especially in relation to the Southern and Central Hubs.  However, the development of the 
Northern Hub and the HBRU High Performance Centre and Administration Hub will occur on a ‘greenfields’ 
part of the site currently zoned Main Residential.  The initial strategic project should focus on getting 
the primary elements of the Northern Hub in place, such as establishing finished ground levels, access, 
carparking and the tree framework.

McLean Park is the main stadium in Hawke’s Bay for cricket, rugby, rugby league and football. It can host a 
crowd of about 17,435 (the four stands seat 10,435 with approximately 7,000 standing on the embankment). 
Bluewater Stadium, once improved (field drainage, floodlighting) should become the second tier spectator 
arena for football and rugby. 

There are several advantages of tackling the Northern Hub area first as it would:

• Enable HBRU to proceed with its development of the High Performance Centre and Administration Hub 
building;

• Enable the development of the No. 1 field for HBRU adjacent to their High Performance Centre;

• Enable planning and design of the Northern Hub in conjunction with the Pirates Rugby and Sports Club 
and any other partner organisations;

• Progress the development of a Northern Hub playground to cater for park users as well as Parklands 
residents until additional neighbourhood playgrounds are established

• Clearly define a new boundary to Park Island;

• Enable a primary tree framework to be established to provide shelter and enclosure;

• Enable planning and design of the northern Parklands neighbourhood.

However, it is anticipated that the ‘big ticket’ items such as development of the Northern Hub building 
would not necessarily be completed as part of this first stage.  The hub facility will depend on the capital 
funding and input from Pirates Rugby and Sports Club and any other partner organisations.

Based on assessment of expressed demand there is need for three additional artificial turf fields at Park 
Island within the next few years with further artificial fields as demand warrants. The priority order is as 
follows:

1. An initial artificial field outside Bluewater Stadium for use primarily by football and some use by HBRU 
for its Academy in off-peak demand periods until rugby artificial field is developed at an expanded 
Tremain.

2. A rugby dedicated artificial field is developed at an expanded Tremain Field.

3. A third artificial field for hockey when player per turf ratios in Hawke’s Bay compared to national 
guidelines indicate the need for additional full-size field capacity.
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Short Term Projects: 
Four interrelated projects have been identified as part of the first phase of implementation:

Northern Hub

• Development of HBRU No. 1 training field to game standard

Central Hub

• Development of an artificial turf for football and related infrastructure adjacent to Bluewater Stadium

• Improvement to Bluewater Stadium field (drainage and irrigation plus floodlighting)

Southern Hub

• The proposed extension of the hockey pavilion facilities to meet current shortfall in space. 

Southern and Central Sports Hubs:
Unlike the Northern Sports Hub the development of both the Southern and Central Sports Hubs primarily 
focus on reconfiguration of the existing layout and facilities.  Also, with both of these hubs, development 
can occur incrementally and over a longer time frame.  The elements and sequence of development of 
the Southern and Central Sports Hubs are set out below.

Southern Sports Hub

•  Undergrounding of overhead wires and removal of poles1; 

•  Pre-loading of area for new hockey fields and subsequent development of new artificial hockey pitches 
and training field

•  Bond extension-develop new fields

•  Develop new parking areas and related infrastructure (i.e drainage, rain gardens, lighting, signage)

•  Develop ablutions block

•  Develop play facility 

•  Extend pedestrian / cycle path network 

•  Develop new integrated facilities building on east side of arena and subsequent upgrade of existing 
building 

•  Develop second enclosed ground

•  Tree planting - ongoing

Central Sports  Hub

•  Installation of culvert in drain

•  Development of additional Tremain fields as a result of culverting

•  Develop additional fields on Bond 

•  Provide public access to existing play facility (access linked to provision and installation of floodlighting)

•  Upgrade changing and storage facilities

•  Install new street furniture  (seats, bicycle parks and short term storage, signs)

•  Develop new and reconfigured parking areas, including tree and shrub planting and rain gardens

•  Courts to be developed as part of new and redeveloped carparking

•  New tree planting

1 Ideally, this should also include undergrounding of overhead wires in the Central Sports Hub, but   
 work could be staged.
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The Napier City District Plan (operative November 2011) is the statutory planning document managing land 
use in the City. The District Plan applies a zoning pattern across all land and identifies natural and cultural 
features, as well as designations and scheduled sites.  

Site:
Park Island is identified on District Planning Map G4 and H4 and is zoned “Sports Park”. The Sports Park Zone 
applies to open spaces that support recreational parks and sporting facilities. This zone enables the build-
ing of facilities associated with active and passive recreation facilities, subject to careful consideration to 
potential adverse effects on adjacent residential land uses. 

The existing cemeteries (Western Hills and Park Island) are both identified as “scheduled sites” and are per-
mitted activities in the Sports Park Zone. The District Plan identifies special cultural and natural features within 
the area comprising Park Island and also features in close proximity to the area. 

Three archaeological sites (V21/01, V21/02 and V21209) are identified within Park Island. Archaeological site 
V21/268 is shown immediately opposite Park Island on the western side of Oak Road/Cato Road. The District 
Plan Heritage Chapter (56) does not include any rules relating to listed HPT archaeological sites, but advises 
consultation with both the tangata whenua and the New Zealand Historic Places Trust to obtain any infor-
mation on the sites. Any disturbance, removal or damage to these sites managed under the Historic Places 
Act 1993.

Two Areas of Significance to Maori are identified on the District Planning Map G4 and H4. Te Umuroimata 
Pa is identified at the northern point of Park Island, immediately east of the new Prebensen Drive and to the 
south end of the park a large area is identified as Te Roropipi. Areas of Significance to Maori are included in 
listed Heritage Items Group 4 and resource consent is required under Rule 56.14 for any earthworks, place-
ment of buildings or any land use activity that could disturb or cover the identified area. 

Three notable trees are identified within the Park Island cemetery. The District Plan includes rules in relation 
to notable trees where maintenance is permitted, but the removal or destruction would require resource 
consent.  Taipo Stream is an open channel/drain and identified on the District Plan. The District Plan requires 
a 6m setback from any watercourse or open drain. 

Surrounds:
Park Island is surrounded by developed and undeveloped residentially zoned land. There are undeveloped 
areas adjoining the park to the north-east and south. The future development of these areas is to be in ac-
cordance with the Lagoon Farm, Citrus Grove and Park Island Structure Plan which is set out in Appendix 
27 of the District Plan. The eastern part of Lagoon Farm has been developed resulting in a new local road 
(Orotu Drive) extending from Westminster Avenue northward. This road is planned to connect to Prebensen 
Drive. 

Prebensen Drive is a Strategic Arterial Road which commences from the Napier-Hastings Expressway and 
runs east-west until the western hills, at which point the road turns to a north-south direction and boundaries 
Park Island on both the northern and western side. 

Appendix 1: Park Island Summary of Statutory Planning Context

Westminster Avenue is the eastern boundary of Park Island and is a Principal Road for the segment of road 
adjoining the park. Further north, Westminster Avenue becomes a Strategic Arterial Road and eventually 
connects to Tamatea Drive and the Napier-Hastings Expressway. 

Clyde Jeffery Drive is a local road and traverses Park Island in an east-west direction linking between 
Prebensen Drive and Westminster Avenue. 
West of Prebensen Drive, the western hills are primarily zoned Rural Residential. Wharetangi, a cemetery 
reserve is situated opposite Park Island cemetery, from Prebensen Drive. To the north is an area of flat rural 
land (Rural Conservation Zone) which extends to the Ahuriri Estuary. East of Westminster Avenue is residen-
tial suburbs, a supermarket (Suburban Commercial Zone), Tamatea Primary and Intermediate schools and 
a number of local reserves. Beyond these suburbs the Napier-Hastings Expressway (SH2B) runs north-south 
and a substantial area of industrial zoned land lies eastward of this significant road. 
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Appendix 3: Taipo Stream Restoration
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Appendix 4: Taipo Stream Analysis for Park Island Sports Park Development 
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Appendix  5: Feedback from Stakeholders 
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